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Book Review

THE BEST INTERESTS OF CHILDREN: AN EVIDENCE-BASED APPROACH, by Paul Millar¹

NOEL SEMPLE²

IF CUSTODY AND ACCESS DISPUTES are a deck of cards, the best interests of the child doctrine is the trump suit. When separating parents litigate about how—and with whom—their children should live, findings about what is best for the children are meant to sweep away the parents' interests and rights claims. This principle is uncontroversial, but applying it is difficult. What parenting arrangements are best for children, and how successful is the legal system in putting these arrangements in place? Sociologist Paul Millar responds to these questions with this volume, the goal of which is to "explain child custody outcomes in Canada in terms of factors that predict legal behaviour and factors that are empirically associated with beneficial outcomes for children."³ The empirical data in this book are a powerful and fruitful new resource. However, the book would benefit from a broader and more objective account of the law and secondary research in this field.

I. EMPIRICAL INSIGHTS

This book uses a novel empirical methodology to generate powerful insights about the best interests of children. Empirically-minded Canadian family law scholars have often used qualitative methods, such as interviews to reveal the experiences of justice system participants.⁴ Others have applied quantitative
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⁴ See e.g. Michaela Keet, Wanda Wiegers & Melanie Morrison, “Client Engagement Inside Collaborative Law” (2008) 24 Can. J. Fam. L. 145; Rachel Birnbaum & Nicholas Bala,
methodology to relatively small samples of court documents. Millar, however, has produced a statistical analysis of enormous data sets that are relevant to family policy issues. This type of research is unprecedented in Canadian family law.

The book's first substantive chapter draws on data from the Central Divorce Registry, which has basic information about every divorce granted in Canada between 1986 and 2002. Using multivariate modelling techniques, Millar identifies several variables that predict the custody outcome of a divorce. The main finding is that "women gain some form of custody 89 per cent of the time, while men completely lose custody in 67 per cent of the cases."

Chapter three reviews scholarship about the relationship between divorce and children's welfare, about children's interests after divorce, and about child custody evaluations. The strongest part of the book is chapter four, which examines factors that lead to positive or negative outcomes for children. This chapter draws on data from the National Longitudinal Survey on Children and Youth, which was conducted by Statistics Canada between 1994 and 2001. Almost ten thousand households with children were contacted as part of the study, and the "Person Most Knowledgeable" (PMK) about any children in the household was asked questions about the child(ren), about himself or herself, and about the household. The welfare of the children was rated by the PMKs in terms of eight outcome variables, such as "emotional disorder" and "overall school performance."

---


6. Supra note 1 at 24.

7. Ibid. at 82.
Scholars and judges have often complained about the ambiguity of the best interests of the child standard. Millar’s signal contribution to custody policy is to use the survey data to statistically link particular outcomes with certain characteristics of the PMK and the household. While this reviewer is not equipped to critically evaluate the statistical methods that Millar deploys, the book makes a convincing case that there are significant causative (and not merely correlative) relationships within the data.

The strongest effects on the outcome variables were a result of verbal and physical punishment, which had negative impacts on children. Significant and positive effects were also found for “consistency in discipline,” and praising, laughing, and playing with the child. Empirical findings such as these have the potential to contribute to “evidence-based practice” in custody and access disputes. Reliable empirical data about what is good for children can shape legislation, judicial decision making, and settlements. For example, after showing the apparent benefits of a low parent-to-child ratio, Millar questions the law’s skepticism about “split custody” (where siblings are placed under the custody of different parents). Split custody is likely to lower the parent-to-child ratio that the children experience. This empirically verified benefit should be considered along with the familiar drawbacks of this parenting arrangement.

More broadly, statutory instruction to consider the disciplinary styles of the parties, as well as their willingness and ability to spend time with the child, would direct judges and parents towards concrete findings of fact. This instruction could be a useful complement to the current text of Ontario’s Children’s Law Reform Act, which refers to vague factors such as the parties’ “love, affection and emotional ties” with the child, and the ability of each to “act as a parent.”

9. Different forms of regression analysis are described and used by Millar. See supra note 1 at 4-5.
10. Ibid. at 51-54.
11. Ibid. at 83, 111.
13. Supra note 1 at 90.
In chapter five, Millar uses the Statistics Canada Survey of Labour and Income Dynamics data set from 1999–2002 in order to analyze support payments in Canada. Child support is primarily calculated on the basis of the payor’s income and the number of children involved. If the payor’s income changes, either party has the right to obtain a court order varying the support obligation. Millar’s clearest finding is that the amounts of support being paid do not change nearly as often as payors’ incomes do. A plausible explanation is that the procedural and financial impediments to obtaining a court order varying child support deter many parents who are entitled to this relief. Millar suggests that an administrative agency would be better suited to the recalculation of child support than courts.15 While this case has been made elsewhere in the literature,16 Millar adds compelling empirical evidence.17

II. QUESTIONABLE ASSUMPTIONS

Millar’s rigorous empirical research is not always accompanied by a comprehensive and neutral reading of the existing literature and case law. As a result, this book relies on a number of questionable assumptions about the legal system. These assumptions are not made at random, but rather are made to support an argument that runs throughout Millar’s work in the field:18 that sole maternal custody is chosen too frequently after divorce due to judicial biases in favour of mothers over fathers.19 Millar believes that children would be better served by awarding sole or joint custody to fathers more often.20

15. Supra note 1 at 119.
17. See Family Law Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. F.3, s. 39.1(1) [FLA]. It seems that lawmakers are listening: in Ontario, provisions for a “child support service” were added to the FLA in 2009, although these remain unproclaimed and details are not yet available. Similar initiatives are underway in other provinces.
19. Supra note 1 at 33-34, 110, 120.
The statistical prevalence of maternal sole custody is uncontroversial and is confirmed by chapter two. The book's explanation for this phenomenon is judicial "reliance on gender as the primary determinative factor." However, there are two alternative explanations. First, given that the overwhelming majority of custody orders are made on the consent of both parties, fathers may not want custody in most cases. Millar's response is that parents are "bargaining in the shadow of the law" when they settle custody disputes. In other words, fathers consent to giving up custody only because they see no hope of winning it at trial.

However, this theory relies on the dubious assumption that most fathers who consent to sole maternal custody actually want a different outcome. Custody simply means the parent has the right to make certain decisions on behalf of that child, and this right is accompanied by significant responsibilities. What is most important to many—if not most—parents is the right to spend time with and to know their child. Orders for access provide for this interaction, and a sole custody award for one spouse is almost invariably accompanied by an access order for the other.

The second reason why sole maternal custody might be the predominant outcome despite a gender-neutral judiciary is that mothers spend more time caring for children before the relationships dissolve and are, therefore, found by judges to be better equipped to discharge this role afterwards. Millar states that when Statistics Canada telephoned Canadian households and asked to speak to the "person who is the most knowledgeable" about the child, it was a woman who responded in 92 per cent of the cases. This suggests a continuing gender pattern in childcare.

21. Ibid. at 120.
22. Ibid. at 9-10.
24. Ibid.
25. See James G. McLeod, Child Custody Law and Practice, looseleaf (Toronto: Carswell, 1992) at § 1(1).
26. Ibid. at § 9(1).
28. Supra note 1 at 83.
As Millar points out, there is also evidence that we are drawing closer to childcare gender parity in two-parent families. However, to the extent that this move towards gender parity is a real phenomenon, it is a relatively recent one. The data in chapter two are not presented in a form that allows one to conclude that gender trends in custody outcomes are mirroring gender trends in childcare in intact families.

Millar believes that judges prefer sole over joint custody because they are in thrall to the “psychological parent” theory developed by Goldstein, Solnit, Goldstein, and Freud in the 1970s. This doctrine holds that each child has at least one “psychological parent,” who assumes this status through “day-to-day interaction, companionship, and shared experiences” with the child. The law must protect this one relationship at all costs, usually with a sole custody order and very limited access rights for the non-custodial parent. As Millar explains, this theory is now contradicted by substantial evidence that children develop and benefit from the preservation of multiple relationships with caring adults.

In referring to the psychological parent theory as “the current dominant paradigm” that is “widely accepted in the legal community,” Millar may be overstating the theory’s current vitality. References to it are now quite rare in the case law. For example, a search for the terms “psychological parent” or the
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36. Saskatchewan is the exception. See Gordon v. Goertz, [1996] 2 S.C.R. 27. The concurring judgment of L’Heureux-Dubé J. mentioned the theory. This opinion was cited approvingly in Haider v. Malach (1999), 177 Sask. R. 285 (C.A.) [Haider]. The passages in these two
combination of "Goldstein" and "Freud" among Ontario cases issued after 1999 in the Quicklaw database reveals only sixteen cases among hundreds of substantive custody and access decisions issued during the same period.

Millar states that custody and access decisions today seek "severance of the child from all supportive adult relationships but one," and that other relationships are "regarded as potential threats to the child's well-being and are allowed only upon the discretion of the custodial parent." These statements are difficult to reconcile with the governing statutes and leading precedents. The Divorce Act states that in making a custody or access order, the court is to "give effect to the principle that a child of the marriage should have as much contact with each spouse as is consistent with the best interests of the child." This provision, which is known as the "maximum contact principle," is the only specific factor relevant to the best interests standard identified by the Divorce Act, and courts have given it commensurate importance. A parent without custody will almost always be given access rights that are enforceable and not subject to the discretion of the custodial parent.

Finally, Millar's argument that the law should more actively encourage the child's relationships with all competent adults would also benefit from reference to the well-established risks of this approach. Few would disagree that, all else being equal, a child's interests are best served by preserving substantive relationships with both parents. However, the negative effects of inter-parental conflict

cases that refer to the "psychological parent" theory are often cited in Saskatchewan. The meaning of the theory in Canadian cases today was aptly summarized in Haider at para. 89:

In making a decision as to custody, consideration must be given to the importance of maintaining stability in the relationships which the child has. This is particularly important when the court is faced with a request to change the custody from the primary caregiver, who has had custody for some period of time, to the non-custodial parent.

37. Supra note 1 at 115.
38. R.S.C. 1985 (2d Supp.), c. 3, s. 16(10).
on children are just as firmly established as the positive effects of contact. When parents are unable to get along, legal efforts to keep them both involved can increase the child’s exposure to conflict between them. Millar states that “joint legal custody ... is a device to enable communication related to a child’s welfare to supportive adults,” and it can be exactly that with the right parties. However, if the parties cannot communicate constructively, joint custody can also be a prelude to years of wrangling that can seriously scar a child. To seek the best interests of the child after a relationship breakdown is to balance contact promotion against conflict avoidance, but this book only places weight on one side of that scale.

Millar has brought a powerful empirical technique and an informative data set to the study of family law and policy. He uses these tools to generate useful insights about custody and child support. However, this groundbreaking empirical work is undermined by the author’s injection of the father’s rights agenda into the research and his selective reading of the existing literature and law in this area. Nonetheless, this book is a valuable addition to the literature and, hopefully, is a precursor to future quantitative empirical contributions to family law.
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